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Answers
Cat and Mouse page 16

1. throne/thrown – mouse 7. boulder/bolder – mouse
2. aisle/isle – cat 8. miner/minor – cat
3. seen/scene – mouse 9. guessed/guest – cat
4. fir/fur – mouse 10. lone/loan – mouse
5. course/coarse – cat 11. sew/sow – mouse
6. steal/steel – mouse 12. corps/core – cat

Mental Magic page 17
1. d
2. f
3. i
4. b
5. g
6. j
7. e
8. h
9. a

10. c

By the Book page 18
1. d
2. i
3. g
4. f
5. a
6. h
7. j
8. c
9. b

10. e

Wise Old Wizard page 19
1. d
2. j
3. h
4. e
5. i
6. a
7. g
8. c
9. f

10. b

Early Morning Magic page 20
1. extinct 6. inattentive
2. reduce 7. embarrassed
3. transparent 8. colleague
4. distort 9. alter
5. suggest 10. notorious

Wish-on-a-Star Wizard page 21
1. attempt 6. sole
2. institute 7. homely
3. humorous 8. exclaim
4. glide 9. insignificant
5. conclude 10. numb

Prince Charming page 22
1. jumbled 6. tardy
2. risky 7. cleanse
3. knit 8. courtesy
4. gift 9. lusty
5. release 10. intuitive

Hocus Pocus Crocus page 23
1. reassure, calm 6. average, common
2. dim 7. converse
3. simple, natural 8. reimburse
4. commence, endure 9. lanky
5. shade 10. cosy

Bat-Wing Soup page 24
1. clumsy, awkward
2. wrong, mistaken
3. cowardly, fearful
4. trivial, insignificant
5. gloom, shade
6. new, modern
7. advance, rush
8. perish, expire
9. deafening, uproarious

10. drowsy, sleepy

Wild West Wizard page 25
1. domesticated, tame
2. laugh, rejoice
3. punctual, prompt
4. generous, giving
5. smooth, silky
6. nonessential, irrelevant
7. foolish, silly
8. soothe, comfort
9. pain, agony

10. prosperous, wealthy

Magic Building Blocks page 26
re: review, retire, recommend
un: unpaid, unreasonable, unsparing
mis: misfit, mistake, misunderstood
it, im, in, ir: invisible, implore, illuminate
post: postpone, postdate, postwar

Word-Maker Wizard page 27
pre: prevent, predict, prescription
dis: dislike, disobey, dishonest
over: overboard, overdone, overhear
ex: explode, export, express
non: nonstop, nontoxic, nonviolence

Presto! Change-O! page 28
1. joyous, full of joy
2. angelic, in the manner of an angel
3. hopeless, without hope
4. active, tending to act
5. heroic, in the manner of a hero
6. collapsible, capable of collapsing
7. abusive, tending to abuse
8. famous, possessing fame
9. restless, without rest

10. readable, capable of being read
11. perilous, full of peril
12. graphic, in the manner of a graph
13. moveable, capable of being moved
14. selective, tending to select
15. helpless, without help
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About This Book
Imagine being trapped inside a giant glass jar, with no way out. You could see your
friends and family through the sides and they could see you, but you could not talk to
one another because the glass was too thick.

Luckily, there are no giants holding jars over our heads. But when we fail to develop a
good vocabulary, we put ourselves inside those jars. Without the right words, we
cannot fully express our thoughts and feelings. With little understanding of meaning,
we cannot know other people well.

The average person needs to know about 10,000 different words for successful
communication. How do you measure up? Word Wizards will help improve your score.
Each page of this book features groups of words organised around a common
feature. By paying attention to these features, you can build a better vocabulary.

As you work through the riddles, puzzles and creative activities on these pages, you will
want to add to your word power by following these simple suggestions:

• Make certain that you have a clear understanding of each definition. Put the
definition into your own words.

• For each new word, think of a description, an example, or a comparison.

• Be on the lookout for usage examples. Finding one of your vocabulary words in
print is fun, and reading it in context adds to your understanding.

• Put new words to work in your own speaking and writing as often as possible.

Don't be trapped inside a wordless jar. Break the silence with the right words used in
exactly the right way!
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Answers
Map Magic page 1
radiant: synonyms – bright, brilliant, glowing 

examples –  a star, a mother's face, the sun

Sorcerer's Apprentice page 2
malady: synonyms – illness, ailment, sickness 

examples – flu, polio, tuberculosis
onerous: synonyms – stressful, difficult, burdensome

examples – chores, physical labour, paying off
debt

One-of-a-Kind Wizard page 3
1. monarch 6. unified
2. monotone 7. monastery
3. unique 8. unison
4. monogram 9. monocle
5. uniform 10. monogamy

Double Dragons page 4
1. duet 7. dissent
2. biweekly 8. binoculars
3. bigamy 9. bilingual
4. bicycle 10. biceps
5. biped 11. duel
6. dialogue

Cast a Spell page 5
1. tricycle 6. trimester
2. quadrangle 7. quadruped
3. quintessence 8. pentagon
4. trivet 9. trilogy
5. quadruplets 10. quadrilateral

Money Magic page 6
1. millisecond 6. decimal
2. million 7. centenarian
3. centipede 8. centigrade
4. decagon 9. millennium
5. century 10. decade

Dodging Dragons page 7
1. g 6. e
2. d 7. a
3. j 8. f
4. b 9. i
5. h 10. c

Riddle: the wizard of gauze

On a Dark and Stormy Night
1. d 6. a
2. g 7. e
3. b 8. h
4. f 9. j
5. i 10. c

Riddle: only on fry day

At the Stroke of Midnight page 9
1. k 8. a
2. d 9. l
3. i 10. g
4. c 11. b
5. m 12. n
6. h 13. j
7. f 14. e

Riddle: the sweepstakes

Bippity Boppity Boo! page 10
1. black 6. hand
2. high 7. cross
3. rain 8. road
4. head 9. foot
5. hair 10. good

Triple Play page 11
1. boat 6. eye
2. walk 7. hand
3. fall 8. down
4. light 9. ball
5. sight 10. shot

Sorcerer's Sandwiches page 12
1. tooth 7. book
2. fish 8. cake
3. ball 9. ship
4. man 10. boy
5. paper 11. trap
6. head 12. part

Custard and Curses! page 13
1. sea/see 7. I/eye
2. knight/night 8. Your/You're
3. way/weigh 9. flour/flower
4. blew/blue 10. waste/waist
5. ate/eight 11. bury/berry
6. threw/through 12. week/weak

Open Sesame! page 14
1. sail/sale – frown 7. by/buy – smile
2. four/for – frown 8. base/bass – frown
3. knew/new – smile 9. its/it's – frown
4. hear/here – frown 10. tail/tale – smile
5. wood, would – frown 11. break/brake – frown
6. stair/stare – smile 12. bear/bare – frown

Bewitched and Bewildered page 15
1. forward/foreword 7. stationery/stationary
2. manner/manor 8. pale/pail
3. Coral/choral 9. vein/vain
4. bridle/bridal 10. patience/patients
5. sight/site 11. marshal/martial
6. reign/rain 12. away/aweigh
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Sorcerer’s Apprentice
Oh dear, the wizard's workshop is a big mess. Guess who has to clean it up! Find

the right spot on the word maps below for every answer that is out of place.

Definition

Any disease of the human body

Word

malady (n.)

Synonyms

Definition

Imposing a burden or a hardship

Word

onerous (adj.)

Synonyms

physical labour

flu

evergreen

chores

difficult

polio

fir

pine

stressful

illness

ailment

cypress

burdensome

paying off debt

tuberculosis

spruce

sickness

cone-bearing

Examples

Examples
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Jet Propulsion
Can you choose the correct definition for each vocabulary word below? If you know
that ject/jet means 'to throw’, you can! From the choices below, circle the letter of the
correct definition for each word.

1. jettison a) to travel by jet propulsion
b) to throw overboard
c) a fort where troops are stationed

2. projectile a) an object thrown into the air
b) a pin for fastening meat to a spit
c) pertaining to workers skilled in a trade

3. reject a) to be depressed
b) to try again
c) to throw back or discard as unacceptable

4. injection a) to swallow
b) not suitable for grafting
c) Iiquid medicine thrown or forced into the skin

5. interjection a) a word thrown into a sentence, showing surprise
b) being on the inside
c) close attention

6. jetsam a) dice
b) a variety of quartz stained red or yellow
c) goods thrown overboard; garbage

7. trajectory a) device for viewing video
b) the path of an object thrown into space
c) the money made by an industry

8. projection a) a reason for not agreeing
b) a part that is thrown out, juts beyond its border
c) the money made by an industry

9. eject a) to uncover, reveal
b) to protest
c) to throw out, expel

10. jetty a) a structure built, thrown out into a sea, lake or river
b) a small aeroplane
c) deep black


